Humans interact by changing their actions, perceiving other's actions and executing solutions in conflicting situations. Using oscillator models, nonlinear dynamics have been considered for describing these complex human movements as an emergence of self-organisation. However, these frameworks cannot explain the hierarchical structures of complex behaviours between conflicting inter-agent and adapting intra-agent systems, especially in sport competitions wherein mutually quick decision making and execution are required. Here we adopt a hybrid multiscale approach to model an attack-and-defend game during which both players predict the opponent's movement and move with a delay. From both simulated and measured data, one synchronous outcome between two-agent (i.e. successful defence) can be described as one attractor. In contrast, the other coordination-breaking outcome (i.e. successful attack) cannot be explained using gradient dynamics because the asymmetric interaction cannot always assume a conserved physical quantity. Instead, we provide the asymmetric and asynchronous hierarchical dynamical models to discuss two-agent competition. Our framework suggests that possessing information about an opponent and oneself in local-coordinative and global-competitive scale enables us to gain a deeper understanding of sports competitions. We anticipate developments in the scientific fields of complex movement adapting to such uncontrolled environments.
an emergence of self-organisation 8, 9 , rather than being controlled by individual agent's localised internal structures 10 , e.g. various organs in an organism such as the brain and muscles. In contrast, however, social behaviours in nature are executed by localised internal cognitive (e.g. sensory organ and brain) and motor modules (muscles). These modules can be understood through an internal model for sensorimotor integration 11 . Moreover, in localised internal structures, for example, self-organised intentional brain dynamics 12 and nervous systems 9 can be mathematically modelled. These seemingly contradictory viewpoints were derived from different assumptions about the hierarchical system structure; therefore, a comprehensive understanding of the complex human movements at multiple spatiotemporal scales is required. Especially in abrupt changes in human behaviour which results in complexity, researchers have proposed hybrid systems 13 that consist of discrete inputs as the motor command (i.e. cognitive output) and the continuously dynamical motor system. This switching behaviour has been studied theoretically 13 and numerically 14 and observed extensively in swing movements in sports 15 , muscle activities 16, 17 , walking 18 and standing control 19 . Methodologically, researchers have focused on either adaptive intra-agent biological movements 7, 15, 19 towards an uncertain external environment or a multi-agent system [20] [21] [22] without external input. However, even these frameworks cannot explain the hierarchical structure of complex behaviour between competitive inter-agent systems and coordinative intra-agent systems. The present study focuses on the hierarchical structure of competitive behaviour consisting of global inter-agent systems and local intra-agent cognitive and motor systems, especially in sport competitions where mutually quick decision making and execution are required.
Two competitive agents should abruptly change the whole two-agent system to achieve their objectives (e.g. escape 23 or attack 24 ) from the deadlock or skirmish situations which have been revealed in tag-play 21 and martial arts 20, 22 . Nonlinear dynamics have also investigated bifurcation phenomena defined as discontinuous qualitative changes in a system caused by the continuous change of some control parameter (bifurcation parameters) 25 . Collective behaviours such as in traffic congestion 26 and animal groups 27 have been explained by the bifurcation phenomena to model the individual agents' internal structures. The previous study on competitive movement systems also modelled the behaviours of the two-agents as nonlinear oscillators 20, 22 in which the two-agents were assumed to interact symmetrically; however, abrupt system changes should be formulated as an asymmetric interactive model wherein the movement of an agent (e.g. attacker in a ballgame and forward car in traffic) influences the movement of another agent (e.g. defender and backward car), but the latter has a different or no effect on the former. This asymmetric interaction cannot always assume the physical quantities to obey the law of conservation such as the restoring force in previous nonlinear oscillators 7, 20 . Therefore, the competitive two-agent system should also be modelled considering two asymmetric input-output relations based on the results of the actual measurements of both, the actions of the attacker and that of the defender.
We previously focused on the one-on-one dribble in a ballgame 24 in which the roles of the attacker and defender were fixed and the outcome was determined as either a successful attack or defence (Fig. 1A) . Previous results have demonstrated that a defender's better preparatory body state before taking the defensive step, which was defined as the maximum value of vertical ground reaction force (Fz) 28 , helps in preventing a delay of the defensive step initiation and promotes a successful defence 24 ( Fig. 1C , Video S2,3). These studies suggest that the preparatory body state related to the defender's delay may be a candidate control parameter of the two-player system in the specific game; however, the general framework to discuss the effect of this delay on the entire two-player system behaviour remains unclear. The interactive behaviour should be revealed by the simulations to manipulate this parameter. The individual visuo-motor delay was derived from both cognitive and motor factors. The cognitive delays were derived by information processing such as anticipation of others' movements 29 (e.g. correct anticipation reduces delay). Motor delay was generated before the primary objective action (i.e. before outputting a response) and was previously represented as the preparatory body state by the measurement of the peak in Fz 28 and the joint torque fluctuation 30 . We should therefore clarify the hierarchical structures in competitive two-player systems which have both cognitive and motor systems. The preparatory body state would be seemingly regarded as the localised internal state of an individual motor module, however, we should examine the effect of utilisation of the opponent's preparatory body state on the outcome by manipulating to switch the observation module (attacker's cognitive module in Fig. 2 ). In this case, the preparatory body state should be termed as the localised motor state, rather than the internal state (i.e. internal-and-external state in Fig. 2 ). We thus sought to determine whether the individual localised motor state generally affects the two-player system behaviour by constructing a minimal competitive attack-and-defend model (Figs 1B, 2 and Video S1), implementing a preparatory body state and comparing the model results with the actual measurement data. We then introduced a stochastic variable as the preparatory body state to simplify our main problem in this study to explain the hierarchical structure of the complex behaviour.
Results
Modelling of attack-and-defend system. We first configured the rules of the games by defining an attacker's win as the outcome where the inter-agent distance in straight lines exceeds a minimum penetration distance (0. when the attacker repeats maximal acceleration, penalty delay was added to the attacker's movement. The attacker's cognitive model output maximal acceleration if the predicted maximal inter-agent distance was over the minimum penetration distance using PSx information and if not, it output feint acceleration at low speed (details are given in Methods). The defender's cognitive model simply output the identical motor command as the attacker.
This model was simulated 10,000 times per conditions such as defender's initial delay, attacker's penalty delay and non-/observed condition investigating the effect of an attacker's observation of PSx. Figure 3A -F presents the successful-attack rate as a function of the final PSo and PSx and defender's initial delay. First, the successful-attack rate in the observed condition was higher than that in the unobserved condition regardless of defender's initial delay (Fig. 3A -C, main effect: F 1,54 = 10.1, p = 0.025; there was no significant interaction. Fig. 3D-F had a similar trend) . Second, the successful-attack 
and trailing foot (red) in a successful-attack trial. We separated three phases based on the defender's initiation (blue dot), defined as the initial rise in velocity. The determination phase was defined as the period from 0.4 s before the defender's initiation to the defender's initiation in which the outcome of the game was determined (successful attack or failure). The pre-determination phase was the period immediately previous to the determination phase. The skirmish phase was all remaining phases. In each phase, we categorised into two ground reaction force (GRF) states (NW: non-weighted and W: weighted). (B) Time series of simulated defender's (blue) and attacker's (red) acceleration and velocity. Two types of discrete motor command (maximum and feinting) were input and transformed into sinusoidal acceleration in motor module. (C) Measured successful-attack rate histogram as a function of preparatory GRF state. We assumed that the preparatory body state increases with the decreased defender's preparatory GRF state. (D) Simulated successful-attack rate histogram as a function of defender's preparatory body state in observed (solid) and non-observed (dashed) condition. τ initial and τ penalty were set to 0 and 0.2 s, respectively.
rate was increased with the defender's initial delay (main effect: both F 2,54 = 7.7, p = 0.012, η = 0.60). Third, in the observed condition, the attacker's penalty delay had little influence on the system outcome ( Fig. 3G-I ), which indicates that the attacker precisely predicted a minimum penetration distance (no main effect: p > 0.05). In the non-observed condition, there was a significant main effect of penalty and initial delay (penalty:
, η 2 = 0.59, no significant interaction) but no significant main effects in one-way ANOVA (all p < 0.05).
We set the defender's initial and attacker's penalty delay to 0 and 0.2 s as fixed values in the system, to accommodate the widest possible range of successful-attack rate ( Fig. 3A ) and qualitatively to achieve the effect of attacker's penalty delay on the successful-attack rate in non-observed condition ( Fig. 3G-I ), respectively. It was noteworthy that the final PSx greatly affected the successful-attack rate as well as the actual data (Fig. 1C,D) , whereas the effect of the PSo on the system behaviour were smaller than that of the PSx. We then investigated whether the defender's and attacker's reaction delay coefficients influenced the difference in the change in successful-attack rate (Fig. 4) . When the defender's delay coefficient was the same or less than the attacker's, the successful-attack rate was nearly zero or defender almost always won, whereas no defender's delay had the opposite effect. Along with the measured win-and-lose game, we configured the delay coefficients to 0.1 s for the attacker and 0.2 s for the defender. In this case, the successful-attack rate range as a function of defender's preparatory state in the observed condition was larger than that as a function of the attacker's (0.45 vs. 0.08), probably because the effect of the attacker's observation of PSx was added to the difference in the delay coefficients.
Dynamical system behaviour in the model and measurements. For the trajectory of the two-player system, the phase portraits of the inter-agent distance in the model and the measured data ( Fig. 5A ,B) were similar in that the original point was considered to be the attractor, and the system diverged from it when the attacker moved at high speed. The trajectories in the successful-defence trials returned to the attractor, whereas those in the successful-attack trials further diverged (simulation was ended when the outcome was determined). The difference in relative velocity and acceleration amplitude between the two outcomes in measured data (Fig. 5C ,D) was probably derived from the attacker's Table S1 ). The attacker's cognitive model output maximal motor command if the predicted maximal predicted inter-agent distance was over the minimum penetration distance and if not, it output feint motor command at a low speed (detailed model predictions were given in Methods and Text S1). These motor commands were converted into the acceleration through body dynamics (from command into torque) and inertia inversion (from torque into acceleration). In the main text, we skipped this and explained that the cognitive model output the acceleration. The position was then calculated by the second order time integral of the acceleration, accompanied by temporal delays. The defender's cognitive model simply output the completely same motor command as the attacker. In addition to the stochastic preparatory body state, we examined three parameters in simulations in this study: (1) the defender's initial delay (τ 1 ), (2) attacker's and defender's coefficients of delay (Co and Cx, respectively), and (3) attacker's penalty delay (τ penalty ) which added to the attacker's movement when the attacker repeats maximal acceleration. All parameter values were listed in Table S1 .
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prediction to avoid bumping into the defender after the attacker's prediction to fail in attack 24 , rather than from competition dynamics of the one attractor and divergence from the attractor. Specifically in determination phase to determine the outcome (see Methods and Fig. 1C,D ) of modelling and measurement, although the distributions of velocity and acceleration difference were similar in both outcome (Fig. 5E ,G,I,K), the distribution of the peak value was shifted to high value during the successful-attack compared to the successful-defence (Fig. 5J,H ,L, all p < 10
−5
). The histograms of the order parameters in all three phases were presented in Fig. S1 and S2. The parameters in pre-determination and skirmish phase were similar in successful attack and defence trials for both whole and peak histograms.
Localised motor state transition analysis. For the investigation of the discrete localised motor state transition in the whole game (Fig. 4) , the state was divided into high and low preparatory state based on the half value (PSx = 0.5), which corresponds to non-weighted and weighted states in the measurement, respectively. The model replicated the actual state transition in the determination phase. In the actual data in the non-weighted state, they defended successfully in 79% of the trials (observed model: 60%; unobserved model: 68%), whereas in the weighted state this percentage dropped to 30% (observed model: 25%; unobserved model: 37%). This tendency was largest in the actual, followed by the observed and unobserved models in order (χ the skirmish phase and the pre-determined phase (38 and 48 trial, compared with 12 and 26 trial in the weighted state, respectively), which changed to the weighted states in the determination phase.
Discussion
In the present study, we investigated sports movement dynamics in asymmetrical attack-and-defend competitions. The phase portraits revealed that one synchronous outcome (i.e. successful-defence) and the other two-agent coordination-breaking outcome (i.e. successful-attack) can be described as one attractor and divergence from the attractor, respectively. Specifically, in the determination phase of modelling and measurement, the distributions of the peak value in velocity and acceleration differences were shifted to a high value during the successful-attack compared with that for the successful-defence (Fig. 5J,H,L) , suggesting that the an attack-and-defend system behaviour changed abruptly rather than smoothly throughout the determination phase. In previous studies focused on the dynamical system of complex biological movements, researchers modelled relatively stable intra- 15 or inter-personal 20, 22 coordination using a nonlinear oscillator, in which the state of the system changed smoothly during the analysed phases. To take advantage of the opponent, however, this two-agent coordination needs to be broken 24 ; therefore, the presence of a restoring force in the oscillator cannot be assumed. Consequently, on the global scale, this abrupt two-agent coordination-breaking cannot always assume the conserved quantity and thus cannot be explained entirely in terms of gradient dynamics (i.e. potential function). Instead, the movement delay derived from the hierarchical dynamical model consisting of discrete cognitive and continuous motor modules and asynchronous inter-agent mutual anticipation and action can explain both the outcomes in the two-player system. From this hard-coded model viewpoint, the abrupt two-agent coordination-breaking phenomenon can be explained from the attacker's discrete decision on and execution of the successful attack, which breaks the assumption of the previous human movement model (i.e. nonlinear oscillator). From the local internal structure 9, 12 to the global inter-agent coordination 7 , many complex human systems can be explained in terms of self-organisation; however, our results suggest that this globally competitive and locally coordinative movement should be considered at multiple spatiotemporal scales, rather than in terms of mono-scale self-organisation. It should be noted that this phenomenon cannot be regarded as a phase transition or bifurcation, because these explanations need a priori assumption of a detail-free model, as is common with various phenomena. Using measurement and modelling in the present study, two players move asynchronously, especially in successful-attack trials ( Figs 1C,D and 5J,H,L) . This asynchronous interaction exhibits a great diversity of forms in cellular automata 31 as in the modelling and actual behaviour of a swarm of soldier crabs 32 . Our results also provide a framework to discuss the diverse asynchronous two-agent competitive mutual anticipation and action system using the minimal model. The framework is suggested as a first step towards understanding the emergence of complex biological behaviour and can be applied in interdisciplinary research domains such as neurophysiology 2 , biomechanics 19 , psychology 33 and game theory 23 . The paradigms of neurophysiology and biomechanics mainly focused on physical machineries of individual motor systems; in contrast, the paradigms of psychology and game theory mainly focused on navigation mechanisms to elucidate the rules by which agents make decisions 34 . Our globally competitive and locally adaptive model was considered as a minimal interdisciplinary model outside these frameworks because our model includes minimal physical machineries and navigation mechanisms. However, a more precise implementation of both cognitive and motor modules is needed for gaining further understanding of the phenomena as discussed below. Practically, we can anticipate development in control of both one's own body and the uncontrolled environments, e.g. controlling robots in a complex task 35 , impairment and recovery of motor functions in a broad sense such as in falling 36 or sports 24 and in improvement of skills in competitive sports such as ballgames 24 and martial arts 20, 22 . Our results reveal that the preparatory body state might be a candidate control parameter in the virtual attack-and-defend dynamical system behaviour. In the case of the win-and-lose situation where the results of the modelling and measurement outcomes on players at an intermediate level were similar, the defender's preparatory state might be one candidate control parameter in the two-player system. In the remaining cases, the attacker almost always won or lost depending on the delay coefficients. Similar outcomes can be expected from real ballgame situations such as novice versus expert and expert versus expert. We therefore suggest that the preparatory body state as the localised motor state could be a candidate control parameter to explain the qualitative changes in the two-agent system simulation. Especially in the case of the win-and-lose situation, the results suggest that the movement delay derived from the defender's preparatory state 28 and the attacker's computational decision making 29 while observing the defender's state and movement (the defender was also modelled to perfectly predict the attacker's movement) would occur in the real one-on-one dribble games in the determination phase. Before the determination phase, however, the numbers of the two states in the measurements were more biased than those in the model. The transition from the non-weighted to the weighted states may be caused by the control factor which is not included in the model, e.g. the defender's biomechanical factor. For further understanding of this attack-and-defend competition, the preparatory state itself should be biomechanically modelled, experimentally manipulated and tested as a control parameter of the system. In the measurement, the defender's Fz prior to initiation indicating the preparatory state, however, may be a sport-or expertise-specific indicator. The present preparatory state assumed the 'mobility' of the body 37 ; thus, it may be expressed as the difference between strategically (or predictively) and biomechanically desired movements. The implementation of biomechanical configurations into the model will produce new principles of adaptive movement mechanics in conflicting and uncontrolled environments.
Our analysis of a real competitive behaviour can be considered as a stochastic hybrid dynamical model which investigates the control of quantitative noisy or stochastic continuous behaviour which can be abstracted in discrete modes in uncertain environments 38 . The present study would provide a minimal model of delayed stochastic hybrid dynamical systems, implementing the localised motor states for the investigation of asymmetric competition in realistic systems such as control for vehicles 39 based on a mathematical reach-avoid game 38 or complex inter-agent interaction such as in chase-and-escape problem 23 including sports 40 . In real biological systems, biological membranes 41 and biochemical systems 42 have been modelled by stochastic hybrid dynamical models. Hence, we anticipate further advancements in interdisciplinary biological system modelling by considering individual mechanical body states. Since time immemorial, humans have always competed against each other. In the The Art of War, Sun Tzu states the following: 'If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles' 43 . The framework of this study suggests that the possessing information about an opponent and oneself at the globally adaptive and locally competitive scales will facilitate a deeper understanding of competitions, rather than the possessing information only about an individual agent or a two-agent system. For determining the optimal strategy of agents, defenders need to maintain a high preparatory state or decrease the delay. Although the preparatory state was a stochastic parameter in this model, maintaining a high preparatory state can be practically controlled by the defender's skill in the present study. However, attackers' have various options such as enhancing their preparatory state, observing the defender's state and decreasing the attacker's penalty delay. Furthermore, real attackers use deceptive movements 33 and adapt to their own or their opponent's movement characteristics; therefore, further investigations should focus on implementing such higher cognitive functions.
Methods
Game structure of the model. In the attack-and defend model, we defined the attacker and the defender moves in straight lines (Supplementary Video 1) because mediolateral movement would be crucial for the determination of successful-attack or successful-defence in the actual measurement 24 . The initial states of the both player's movement were resting states (inter-agent distance and both player's velocity were zero). In most actual cases, defenders reacted to the attacker's movement after visuo-motor delay 44 , we thus designed the virtual defender to react the virtual attacker after the visuo-motor delay, which was defined as the sum of defender's initial delay τ 1 and reaction delay as described below. We simulated the model with changing the defender's initial delay τ 1 from 0 s to 0.2 s and investigate the effect on the simulation outcome (parameter values were listed at the table in Text S1).
Attacker must actually move longer distance than the defender. In attack-and-defend model, we defined successful-attack as the outcome where the inter-agent distance exceeds the minimum successful-attack Scientific RepoRts | 5:16140 | DOi: 10.1038/srep16140 distance defined as 0.5 m or the approximately shoulder width within 5 sec. If the successful-attack failed, the outcome was defined as successful-defence. We designed the model to win-and-lose along with results of the actual measurement in order to investigate their determination factor; however, if the two players have the same ability to move, the outcome will be inevitably 100% successful-attack or 100% successful-defence. We thus added the preparatory body state to the motor model in the attack-and-defend model.
Motor model.
As the simplest motor model, the two kinds of discrete motor command of the attacker and the defender were transformed into continuous sinusoidal acceleration. One was maximal acceleration to penetrate and guard for the attacker and defender, respectively, which was defined as a sinusoidal acceleration whose cycle duration was 0.5 s and whose amplitude was 4 π m/s 2 to satisfy the minimum successful-attack distance per cycle. Another was feinting acceleration, which was defined as a sinusoidal acceleration whose cycle duration was 0.25 (one action included 2 cycles which were opposite in sign each other) and whose amplitude was π m/s 2 to assume that attacker accelerates with one leg and decelerates with another leg (i.e. the player eventually returns the same position).
As explained above, we implemented preparatory body state into the attacker's and defender's motor model to make the win-and-lose situation. The preparatory body state is the concept expressing ability to execute movement and should be described by biomechanical motor system; however, we simply defined the preparatory state as random parameter in uniform-distributed open interval (0, 1) (0: maximum decrease, 1: no decrease). In attacker's and defender's motor model, attacker's and defender's preparatory body state PSo i and PSx i were randomly determined during ith movement through movement duration 0.5 s, respectively. Reaction delay was defined by:
where C was attacker's and defender's delay coefficient (expressed as Co and Cx in Fig. 2 , respectively), PSi was PSoi and PSxi for the attacker's and defender's reaction delay, respectively. A coefficient of the Sigmoidal function 'a' was set to 20. The attacker's and defender's delay coefficients was validated in the simulation results section. Additionally, when the attacker repeats maximal acceleration, attacker's penalty delay τ penalty was added to the attacker's movement, which assumes difficulty in motor control or fatigue along with the actual measurement. If the directly-previous movement did not have the maximal acceleration, τ penalty was zero. We simulated the model with changing τ penalty from 0 to 0.3 s and we investigated the effect on the simulation outcome Therefore, total reaction delay τ i was obtained by:
where i was a natural number which means ith action and τ ro and τ rx were the attacker's and defender's reaction delay, respectively.
Cognitive model. The attacker's and defender's cognitive models input oneself and opponent information and discrete motor command above. The attacker's cognitive model input its own and defender's position, velocity and preparatory body state and output motor command based on the criteria: (1) if the model judged the next movement will achieve successful-attack, the model output maximal acceleration in the direction based on the model prediction. In the model prediction, to calculate maximal predicted inter-agent distance (PIAD) to win the game for the attacker, the model must predicted delay τ pi :
where i was a natural number except that τ p1 was zero. The model can then calculate maximal PIAD by obtaining the maximum value in the PIAD as follows: where x o0 and x x0 were attacker's and defender's position when the ith movement starts respectively. Details are given in Text S1. (2) If the model judged the next movement will not achieve successful-attack, the model output feint acceleration in the opposite direction of the difference in both player's velocity when the attacker's movement begins. We also investigated the effect of attacker's observation of PSx on the simulation outcome by setting conditions: observed condition and non-observed condition where attacker inputs different random parameter in uniform-distributed open interval (0, 1) as predicted PSx. The defender's cognitive model simply input the attacker's movement information and output the completely same motor command as the attacker because we assumed the defender moves after the attacker and then there was no opportunity to utilise other prediction cue such as the attacker's preparatory state or defender's own movement information.
Simulation. The above model was simulated at 10,000 times per conditions such as defender's initial delay, attacker's penalty delay and observed or non-observed condition. The numerical integration was executed by the 4th order Runge-Kutta method. We evaluated the outcome of the attack-and-defend model on a successful-attack rate. We also analysed the preparatory state transition probabilities as the whole-time one-on-one game competitive dynamics 24 . Phase division was based on the actual measurement described below.
Measurement in actual one-on-one dribble. Measurement data was completely the same as our previous study 24 and described in Supplementary Text S2 in detail. (9) .81 (39) .37 (14) .63 (24) .69 (18) .31 (8) .50 (6) .50 (6) .30 (21) .70(50)
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. Figure 6 . State transition diagrams with the probabilities of the preparatory body state. We confirmed the state transition probabilities in observed model (A) non-observed model (B) and actually measured data (C). The states were categorised into the high (H) and low (L) preparatory state and imaginary no-initiation state (NI) in the model, and into the non-weighted (NW), weighted (W) and imaginary no-initiation state (NI) in measured data. The thickness of arrows represents higher probabilities of state transition, and thickness of circles indicates larger numbers of trials. State transition probabilities (decimal) and numbers (with bracket) were fully described in this figure.
Statistical Analyses. To assess the independent and combined effects of the successful-attack rate (10 bins of the preparatory states), we conducted two-way ANOVAs with τ 1 and the two observation conditions or with τ 1 and τ penalty . In the latter case (Fig. 3G-I ), because the difference between the observation conditions was obvious after the former ANOVA (Fig. 3A-F) , we eliminated this factor. Homogeneity of variances was verified except for the ANOVAs of the attacker's preparatory state probably because of the ceiling effect (Fig. 3D-F) . We then performed statistical analyses only using the defender's preparatory state (Fig. 3A-C) , whereas there was a similar trend between the attacker's and defender's preparatory state. For comparison of the peak velocity and acceleration between the successful-attack and successful-defence trials, we used Mann-Whitney U-test because of non-normal distribution (Fig. 5F,H,J,L) . Chi-squared (χ 2) test was performed to measure the relationship among various GRF state transitions in the three phases (Fig. 6) . The effect size was estimated using Cramér's V for Chi-squared test 45 and used as comparison criteria, because greater number of trials especially in simulation easily resulted in p < 0.05. All numerical calculations including these statistical analyses were performed using the MATLAB 2011a Statistical Toolbox (The MathWorks, Inc., MA, USA).
